Prior to fertilization, growing oocytes actively transcribe their genes, but this process is discontinued when they are fully mature \[[@r1]\]. This transcriptional pause is maintained after fertilization, and during this transcriptionally silent period, all biological processes are governed by maternal mRNA that was transcribed and then accumulated during the growth phase of the oocytes \[[@r2]\]. In mice, the first gene expression from the zygotic genome occurs at the mid-1-cell stage \[[@r3], [@r4]\]. Transcriptional activity is low in the initial stages of this process and then gradually increases during the 1- and 2-cell stages \[[@r4]\]. Therefore, a large part of the mRNA in 1-cell stage embryos is maternally derived and transcribed during oocyte growth.

Previous studies investigating global gene expression profiles in preimplantation mouse embryos via the use of microarrays identified genes transcribed at the 2-cell stage and later, but not at the 1-cell stage \[[@r5],[@r6],[@r7]\]. This is likely because, depending on the transcription, there is only a small increase in the amount of mRNA during the 1-cell stage, and a comparison of the amounts of mRNA in oocytes and 1-cell stage embryos cannot detect such a small increase. In a recent study, a more quantitative analysis using RNA sequencing (RNAseq) identified approximately 600 genes that are transcribed at the 1-cell stage by identifying genes that showed a 1.5-fold increase between the oocyte stage and the 1-cell stage \[[@r8]\]. Moreover, we recently found that nascent transcripts are rarely spliced in 1-cell stage embryos, and an analysis of the parts of the transcripts that were derived from introns revealed approximately 4,000 protein-coding genes that are transcribed at the 1-cell stage \[[@r9]\]. However, that particular study was conducted with a global view of transcription in the entire genome, and as a result, the characteristics of the expression patterns and regulatory regions of the protein-coding genes were not analyzed in detail. Thus, the present study analyzed the characteristics and regulatory regions of the genes that were transcribed at the 1-cell stage to further elucidate the regulatory mechanisms underlying gene expression in 1-cell stage embryos.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Analysis of transcriptome data
------------------------------

An analysis to determine the transcriptomes in metaphase II (MII) stage oocytes and preimplantation embryos was conducted using RNAseq data from a previous study \[[@r9]\]. The RNAseq data from adult tissues and the placenta were obtained from the Long RNAseq project, ENCODE/CSHL (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/mm9/encodeDCC/wgEncodeCshlLongRnaSeq/). The present study utilized reads per kilobase per million (RPKM) as an index of the level of expression. RPKM in introns was calculated as follows.

(RPKM in introns) = (total reads of intron in each genes) × 10^9^ / (total reads mapped to mm9 of RNA-Seq) × (length of intron in each genes)

The gene annotation data were obtained from the University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC), Genome Bioinformatics Group (mm9 releases) (http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/mm9/database/refGene.txt.gz).

Phylogenetic tree analysis
--------------------------

Pvclust, which is an add-on package for the statistical software R \[[@r10]\], was utilized to create a phylogenetic tree. In this analysis, the actively expressed genes (those ranked in the top 2,000 of the RPKM values) were assigned a value of "1", while all other genes were assigned a value of "0".

Analysis to determine the regulatory regions of the protein-coding genes
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The regulatory regions of genes that were 1,000 base pairs (bp) upstream and 200 bp downstream from the transcription start site (TSS) were obtained from the UCSC Genome Bioinformatics Group (mm9 releases) and then assessed to identify the GC box \[--124 to +5\], CAAT box \[--155 to --20\], TATA box \[--90 to +27\] and Inr \[--55 to +56\]. Then, the RepeatMasker program (http://www.repeatmasker.org/) was used to remove low complexity DNA sequences and DNA sequences of interspersed repeats. Promoter elements were detected using the TFBIND software program \[[@r11]\].

A k-mer (k = 6) analysis was performed using the regulatory regions. All possible 6-bp sequences that could be created (4^6^ = 4,096 motifs) were searched for in the sequences of these regions and the number of genes in which a particular 6-mer sequence was found in the regulatory regions was counted.

CpG islands were determined by using an annotation file obtained from the UCSC Genome Bioinformatics Group (mm9 releases; http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/mm9/database/cpgIslandExt.txt.gz). CpG density was classified as described previously \[[@r12]\].

Analysis of the phenotype associated with adult tissues and the placenta
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Information regarding the phenotype associated with disruption of the protein-coding genes was obtained from ToppGene Suite \[[@r13]\], and the *p*-values of the phenotypes were calculated by a previously reported method \[[@r13]\].

Results {#s2}
=======

Identification of genes transcribed at the 1-cell stage
-------------------------------------------------------

We previously found that most mRNAs transcribed at the 1-cell stage are not spliced \[[@r9]\]. Therefore, the RPKM values for the introns of the genes transcribed in the 1-cell stage embryos should be considerably higher in 1-cell stage embryos than in MII stage oocytes. By comparing the intron RPKM values between MII stage oocytes and 1-cell stage embryos, genes transcribed at the 1-cell stage could be identified even if they were also actively transcribed in oocytes. The genes in the 1-cell stage embryos for which the RPKM values for the introns were at least 1.5-fold greater than those in MII stage oocytes were identified; a total of 11,470 genes were transcribed in the 1-cell stage embryos ([Supplementary Table 1](https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/jrd/62/1/62_2015-131/_article/supplement)).

Analysis of gene expression patterns in 1-cell stage embryos
------------------------------------------------------------

To examine the regulatory mechanisms underlying gene expression at the 1-cell stage, the actively expressed genes for which the RPKM values in the introns were ranked in the top 2,000 were analyzed. By analyzing similarities in the sets of actively expressed genes between the preimplantation embryos and various tissues, the genes could be roughly classified into three groups. The first group included all tissues, the second group included embryos at all stages of preimplantation development (except for the 1-cell stage), and the third group consisted of only 1-cell stage embryos ([Fig. 1](#fig_001){ref-type="fig"}Fig. 1.Hierarchical clustering of MII oocytes, preimplantation embryos, and 12 different tissues. The similarities of the gene expression patterns in MII stage oocytes, preimplantation embryos and 12 different tissues were analyzed by pvclust \[[@r10]\], which is an add-on package for the statistical software R. Genes with an RPKM value that were ranked in the top 2,000 were defined as actively expressed. For the 1-cell stage embryos, the RPKM values in introns were used to determine the top 2,000 active genes. In the pvclust analysis, the actively expressed genes were given a value of "1," and the others were given a value of "0." The values and branches represent approximately unbiased (AU) *p*-values (red), bootstrap probability values (green) and cluster labels (gray). Clusters are marked by red rectangles.). Based on the findings according to this grouping, the gene expression pattern in 1-cell stage embryos was unique.

The unique gene expression pattern of 1-cell stage embryos may be the result of the active expression of genes that are either not expressed or expressed at low levels in the majority of tissues and embryos during other stages and/or the low expression levels of genes that are actively expressed in the majority of tissues and embryos. An analysis of the actively expressed genes in various adult tissues and preimplantation embryos indicated that both of these phenomena were associated with the unique pattern of gene expression at the 1-cell stage. An assessment of the actively expressed genes that were unique to a tissue and embryonic stages revealed that the unique genes comprised approximately 10% of the genes in all tissues ([Fig. 2A](#fig_002){ref-type="fig"}Fig. 2.Uniquely expressed genes in preimplantation embryos and tissues. Genes actively expressed only in 1-cell stage embryos or a specific tissue (A) and in MII stage oocytes or embryos at the preimplantation stage (B). The percentages of these uniquely expressed genes relative to the total number of actively expressed genes in each embryo and tissue are shown.) and less than 30% of the genes during the embryonic stages ([Fig. 2B](#fig_002){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, more than 50% of genes were unique to 1-cell stage embryos ([Figs. 2](#fig_002){ref-type="fig"}A and B). Furthermore, a list of housekeeping (HK) genes that were actively expressed in more than 80% of the tissues and embryos was generated ([Supplementary Table 2](https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/jrd/62/1/62_2015-131/_article/supplement)), and the percentages of these genes that were actively expressed in each tissue and embryo were determined. Although more than 80% of the commonly active HK genes were indeed actively expressed in all tissues and embryos at and after the 4-cell stage, only 40% of these genes were present in the list of genes actively expressed in 1-cell stage embryos ([Fig. 3](#fig_003){ref-type="fig"}Fig. 3.Commonly expressed housekeeping (HK) genes among MII stage oocytes, preimplantation embryos and tissues. Common HK genes (n = 219) were defined as those present in at least 80% of the lists of actively expressed genes (top 2,000) in MII stage oocytes, preimplantation embryos and 12 different tissues. The percentages of common HK genes actively expressed in oocytes, preimplantation embryos and tissues are shown.). Therefore, the percentages of commonly active HK genes in 1-cell stage embryos are different from those in all tissues and other stages of embryos except for the 2-cell stage. Taking together the fact that the percentages of unique genes in the actively expressed genes were distinctly different between the 1- and 2-cell stages ([Fig. 2B](#fig_002){ref-type="fig"}), the gene expression pattern at the 1-cell stage differed significantly from the patterns at the other stages, which suggests that the regulatory mechanisms were specific to this stage.

Analysis to determine the regulatory regions of the genes transcribed at the 1-cell stage
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A promoter analysis of the genes actively transcribed at the 1-cell stage was performed to determine the mechanisms that regulate gene expression during this stage. The GC box, CAAT box, TATA box and Inr in the proximal and core promoter regions of the actively expressed genes (top 2,000) were analyzed. All elements were found in similar proportions among the embryos, including 1-cell stage embryos ([Fig. 4](#fig_004){ref-type="fig"}Fig. 4.Analysis of the *cis*-regulatory elements in the promoters of actively expressed genes in 1-cell stage embryos. The presence of *cis*-regulatory elements was examined in the proximal and core promoter regions of the actively expressed genes (top 2,000 RPKM) in the preimplantation embryos. The RPKM values in exons were used for embryos at all stages, excluding 1-cell stage embryos for which the RPKM values in introns were used. The percentages of the genes that possess each proximal promoter (GC box \[--124 to +5\] and CAAT box \[--155 to --20\]), core promoter (TATA box \[--90 to +27\] and Inr \[--55 to +56\]) are shown.).

Next, to determine the element(s) that would be involved in the unique gene expression pattern observed at the 1-cell stage, a k-mer analysis (k = 6) was conducted for the 1,000 bp upstream and 200 bp downstream regions of the TSS of the actively expressed genes. To accomplish this, 6-mer sequences of all possible combinations (4,096 motifs) were created and aligned to those upstream and downstream regions of the actively expressed genes. Next, the numbers of genes that were aligned with each sequence at least once in their upstream and downstream regions were counted, and the sequences were ranked using the numbers of genes; the top five sequences in each stage of embryonic development and the oocytes and tissues are provided in [Fig. 5](#fig_005){ref-type="fig"}Fig. 5.The 6-mer sequences found most frequently (top 5) in the upstream and downstream regions in actively expressed genes. All 6-mer sequences (n = 4,096) were searched for in the 1,000 bp upstream and 200 bp downstream regions of the TSS of actively expressed genes in preimplantation embryos, oocytes and tissues. Subsequently, the number of the genes that had each of the 6-mer sequences was determined. The sequences that were found most frequently (top 5) in each embryo, oocyte and tissue are listed. The sequences that were identical to those of the 1-cell stage embryos were marked with the same color as that of the 1-cell stage embryos.. All of the sequences in the 1-cell stage embryos were G/C rich, but each of these sequences was also present in the top five sequences of the other stage embryos, oocytes and tissues. Thus, there were no sequences specific to the 1-cell stage embryos.

Finally, the associations of the transcriptional regulation of actively expressed genes with a CpG density around the TSS (--500 to +2,000) were investigated. These regions were classified as high-, intermediate- and low-CpG density promoters (HCP, ICP and LCP, respectively) based on their CpG densities \[[@r12]\]. The percentage of genes with HCP promoters in 1-cell stage embryos was lower than the percentages in the other preimplantation embryos by 5%, whereas the percentage of genes with LCP promoters was the highest in 1-cell stage embryos ([Table 1](#tbl_001){ref-type="table"}Table 1.Number (%) of the genes with LCP, ICP and HCP promotersPromoter^\*^1-cell2-cell4-cellMorulaBlastocystLCP171 (8.6)^\#^109 (6.0)104 (5.7)115 (6.4)113 (6.2)ICP209 (10.5)^\#^150 (8.3)141 (7.8)143 (7.9)152 (8.4)HCP1610 (80.9)1556 (85.7)1564 (86.5)1549 (85.7)1552 (85.4)Total number of genes^\*\*^19901815180918071817\* The actively expressed genes ranked in top 2,000 were classified by the CpG contents in their promoters \[[@r12]\]. \*\* The total numbers of genes was less than 2,000 in each stage and different among the stages because some of the genes were not included in the study of \[[@r12]\] or annotated with RefSeq. ^\#^ The 1-cell stage is significantly different from all other stages (χ^2^-test, P \< 0.05).). These results suggest that the gene expression in 1-cell stage embryos was not regulated by a particular element in the proximal promoters and that it was positively associated with the CpG content around the TSS.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

We previously found that mRNAs transcribed in 1-cell stage embryos are not spliced and include introns. Based on these findings, the present study identified 11,470 genes that were transcribed at the 1-cell stage and demonstrated that the gene expression pattern of actively expressed genes in 1-cell stage embryos was unique. However, an analysis of the upstream and downstream regions of the genes determined that there were no promoter elements or nucleotide sequences that were specific for the genes that were actively expressed at the 1-cell stage.

In the present study, the actively expressed genes with RPKMs ranked in the top 2,000 were selected, and this list of actively expressed genes, but not their RPKM values, was used to analyze the characteristics of gene expression in preimplantation embryos and tissues. Generally, the RPKM value is used to analyze RNAseq data in order to characterize gene expression patterns, but use of this value is not appropriate for the analysis of preimplantation embryos because it represents the relative expression level and, therefore, is not usable when the total amount of mRNA expressed in a cell differs between samples. Indeed, the total amount of mRNA is greatly altered during preimplantation development. For instance, the amounts of mRNA have been estimated to be 0.26 and 1.42 pg/embryo at the 2-cell and blastocyst stages, respectively, which represents a sixfold difference \[[@r14]\]. Therefore, the present study utilized the list of actively expressed genes rather than the RPKM values in the analyses.

The list of active genes whose expression levels were ranked in the top 2,000 reflected the characteristics of various tissues. For example, genes that were actively expressed only in individual tissues were identified ([Fig. 2A](#fig_002){ref-type="fig"}), and the most frequently observed phenotypes when these genes were disrupted were investigated. The three most frequently observed phenotypes in each tissue are listed in [Table 2](#tbl_002){ref-type="table"}Table 2.The phenotypes associated with the genes uniquely expressed in each tissue\*TissuePhenotype^\*\*^P-value^\*\*\*^Associated\
phenotype^\*\*\*\*^Adrenal glandabnormal aldosterone level2.31E-05○abnormal adrenal cortex morphology2.95E-05○abnormal thoracic cage morphology3.94E-05×Colonabnormal intestinal epithelium morphology9.57E-07○abnormal exocrine gland morphology1.19E-06○abnormal crypts of Lieberkuhn morphology3.86E-06○Cortexabnormal synaptic transmission3.29E-35○abnormal CNS synaptic transmission4.44E-34○abnormal nervous system physiology2.85E-30○Heartabnormal muscle fiber morphology3.99E-18○abnormal muscle physiology1.01E-13○abnormal cardiac muscle contractility4.13E-12○Kidneyabnormal urine homeostasis7.97E-22○abnormal renal/urinary system physiology3.42E-21○renal/urinary system phenotype4.39E-18○Lungabnormal blood vessel morphology1.03E-08×abnormal developmental vascular remodeling6.16E-08○abnormal lung morphology1.01E-07○Placentaprenatal lethality2.98E-08○embryonic lethality7.27E-08○abnormal embryogenesis/ development1.43E-06○Spleenabnormal blood cell physiology1.39E-46○abnormal hematopoietic system physiology7.19E-46○abnormal immune cell physiology2.10E-43○\* The genes that are actively expressed only in a certain tissue were selected as described in the legend for [Fig. 2A](#fig_002){ref-type="fig"}. \*\* The phenotype which is observed when a gene is disrupted. Listed are the most frequently observed phenotypes (ranked in top 3) with the disruption of the genes uniquely expressed in each tissue. \*\*\* The probability that the number of the genes associated with the phenotype are not different between the corresponding and all genes. \*\*\*\* The phenotype that is associated with the corresponding tissue is marked as ○, but not associated is ×.; almost all of the phenotypes were related to the characteristics of the tissues. For example, the three most frequently observed phenotypes in the adrenal gland were abnormal aldosterone levels, abnormal adrenal cortex morphology and abnormal thoracic cage morphology. Of these phenotypes, the first two were evidently related to the function and morphology of the adrenal gland, respectively, and thus the list of actively expressed genes reflected the characteristics of the tissues. This suggests that the list of actively expressed genes is useful for characterization of the gene expression patterns in oocytes, preimplantation embryos and various tissues.

We found that the gene expression pattern in 1-cell stage embryos is unique. Many genes were actively expressed in 1-cell stage embryos and were not actively expressed in embryos during any other stage or in any other tissue ([Fig. 2](#fig_002){ref-type="fig"}), and a large part of the commonly expressed HK genes were not actively expressed in 1-cell stage embryos ([Fig. 3](#fig_003){ref-type="fig"}). During the 1-cell stage, intergenic regions are actively expressed, retrotransposons (mainly LINE-1) are explosively transcribed \[[@r9], [@r15], [@r16]\], and intergenic regions are widely expressed \[[@r9]\]. Thus, the mechanisms by which particular genes are specifically expressed do not seem to function at the 1-cell stage, which appears to cause a genome-wide activation of transcription at this stage.

An analysis to determine the regulatory regions of actively expressed genes was unable to identify any promoter elements or nucleotide sequences that were specific to 1-cell stage embryos ([Figs. 4](#fig_004){ref-type="fig"} and[5](#fig_005){ref-type="fig"}), which seems to be consistent with the findings of a reporter gene assay from a previous study by our group \[[@r9]\]. In that study, an original reporter plasmid without a promoter element was evidently transcribed when it was microinjected into 1-cell stage embryos but not when it was microinjected into oocytes or 2-cell stage embryos. Subsequently, transcription started from several sites upstream of the reporter gene. In the present study, no specific promoter elements were identified in the plasmid sequence upstream of the TSS, but there were G/C rich regions. Thus, although no specific sequences were observed, some transcription factors may have been involved.

Our recent study indicated that the GC box is involved in the expression of *Tktl1* in 1-cell stage embryos \[[@r17]\]. Moreover, it has been shown that the nuclear concentration of SP1, which is a transcription factor associated with the GC box, increases when transcription is initiated at the 1-cell stage \[[@r18], [@r19]\]. SP1 binding does not necessarily require a complete GC box consensus sequence because a single generalized hexamer (GGGCGG) substitution and multiple decamer substitutions (G\[T\]GGGCGGG(A)G\[A\]C\[T\]) are tolerated, even if binding affinity is decreased \[[@r20], [@r21]\]. Therefore, SP1 targets various G/C-rich regions in the genome. It was suggested that the chromatin structure is loosened in 1-cell stage embryos \[[@r22], [@r23]\], which would facilitate SP1 binding to these regions, albeit with low affinity. Although G/C-rich regions have been identified in 90% of actively expressed genes in all types of tissue and embryos, as well as 1-cell stage embryos ([Fig. 4](#fig_004){ref-type="fig"}), enhancers and core promoter elements are required for stable transcription in the presence of a tight chromatin structure in tissues and embryos after the 1-cell stage.
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